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Abstract—With the rapid development of China's economy, 
the number of private equity investment funds has increased 
greatly in recent years. Equity investment funds help to 
accelerate the growth of enterprises. However, due to the low 
entry threshold of equity investment funds, the financial 
accounting knowledge of a large number of equity investors is not 
highly professional. This paper expounds the difference between 
financial accounting thinking and equity investment thinking and 
analyzes the importance of financial accounting knowledge to 
equity investment business. Finally, this paper analyzes several 
equity investment cases and illustrates the application of 
financial accounting knowledge and thinking mode in equity 
investment business. 
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I. SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN FINANCIAL 
ACCOUNTING THINKING AND EQUITY INVESTMENT THINKING 

Generally speaking, financial accounting thinking usually 
focuses on the current situation of enterprises. Financial 
officers are often only willing to believe in verifiable financial 
revenues. Due to the requirements of GAAP, financial 
personnel should abide by the principle of prudence when 
conducting financial treatment. For example, when we deal 
with accounts receivable, we often need to prepare for bad 
debts. Equity investment focuses on the future development of 
enterprises. The ultimate purpose of equity investment is to 
obtain greater economic benefits, which can be obtained 
through profits or dividends, or by other means. Equity 
managers often focus on the future cash flow rather than the 
current corporate situation. In particular, VC equity investment 
funds invest in enterprises at the initial stage of development. 
These enterprises are small in scale and often have poor 
financial conditions. Small businesses often come up with 
innovative business models, and the current financial situation 
is not indicative of their future growth. Although the two ways 
of thinking are not exactly the same, there are even 
contradictions. However, financial accounting thinking is still 
applicable to equity investment business. In this chapter, we 
first explain the difference between two kinds of thinking, and 
then put forward two ways of thinking complementary. 

A. Similarities and differences in job functions and 
objectives of employees 
The job function of financial accounting practitioners is 

different from that of equity investment managers. This is the 

fundamental reason for the difference between the two kinds of 
thinking. The main job responsibilities of financial accounting 
professionals are to prepare financial statements or conduct 
external auditing for enterprises. Both functions require 
financial accounting personnel to give real feedback on the 
current situation of the enterprise. Therefore, when conducting 
due diligence or preparing financial statements, financial 
accounting personnel often need financial evidence to confirm 
accounting matters. For unconfirmed matters, the accountant 
usually does not record them or feedback them to the 
information demander in other ways. 

The position of equity manager is different. The job 
function and purpose of equity managers is to find undervalued 
companies and make equity investments. Therefore, they tend 
to pay more attention to the future development and growth of 
enterprises. Equity managers often need to conduct business 
model due diligence, financial due diligence and legal due 
diligence. But the purpose of these due diligence investigations 
is to determine whether there is a possibility of rapid growth in 
the future. Equity investments tend to place more emphasis on 
industry trends and business values. Financial due diligence is 
often just to determine whether the information provided by the 
invested enterprise is true or not. The larger an enterprise is, the 
more important its financial authenticity is to equity investment. 
For equity investment managers, financial accounting is an 
essential professional skill. 

B. Similarities and differences in the principle of prudence in 
enterprise evaluation 
Accounting prudence means that in accounting treatment, 

we should not overestimate assets and earnings, nor 
underestimate liabilities and losses. The principle of prudence 
is one of the most important principles in accounting standards. 
The code of prudence requires that we should be cautious in 
accounting confirmation, measurement and reporting of 
transactions or events and should not overestimate capital or 
earnings, underestimate liabilities or expenses. Because of the 
principle of prudence, accounting standards require provision 
for impairment of almost all assets. Moreover, the impairment 
provisions of fixed assets, intangible assets and other non-
current assets cannot be reversed once they are calculated and 
withdrawn, which reflects the principle of prudence. It is said 
that people who have been engaged in financial accounting for 
a long time are cautious, which is determined by the nature of 
their work. The items that enterprises need to calculate and 
record are very uncertain, so it is difficult to accurately 
measure. Financial accounting must quantify each record. For 
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example, the business personnel can say that this receivable 
estimate can be recovered, and the financial staff should judge 
whether the money can be recovered or not, and how likely it is 
to be recovered. At this time, the information available to the 
financial staff is limited, and there are many uncertainties. 
Once the judgment is made, the financial staff shall bear a 
responsibility. Therefore, it is also a kind of protection to keep 
necessary caution. It is certainly true that financial staff should 
be cautious, but excessive caution can also distort the quality of 
information. The most obvious overuse of prudence is the 
overuse of historical cost measurement, especially for real 
estate. Some companies have a lot of the investment real estate, 
standards also allow use of fair value measurement, but few 
companies take the initiative to do so, clearly property has risen 
more than a dozen times, the original cost or purchase price of 
more than 10 years ago, after depreciation, amortization, net 
value may be less than one over twenty of the market, seriously 
has affected the investor to the enterprise value judgment. 
Equity investments are different. For equity investors, risk is an 
inevitable cost. Equity investments are more about the future 
benefits of risk. In the stock market, the stock price of a good 
company is often higher than the discounted present value of 
its assets and cash flow. 

II. THE IMPORTANCE OF FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING THINKING TO 
EQUITY INVESTMENT BUSINESS 

Although there are many differences between the thinking 
mode of financial accounting and the thinking mode of equity 
investment, the thinking mode of financial accounting is still 
very important to equity investment business. 

A. Financial accounting thinking can help investment 
managers to distinguish the real situation of enterprises 
Over the past five years, China has experienced a period of 

capital mania. More and more entrepreneurs tend to use PPT to 
show projects to investors. Due to the strong ability to attract 
investment for high-quality projects, due diligence work of 
many investment institutions is often not thorough enough. As 
a result, investment failures often occur. Financial data is a 
concentrated reflection of the company's operating results and 
operating efficiency. Three statements -- balance sheet, income 
statement and cash flow statement -- are formed under the 
background of accounting standards. There are all kinds of 
logical relations in the report, between the report and the report, 
and between the report and the business operation. The analysis 
of such logical relations is helpful to verify the authenticity of 
enterprise finance. Equity managers often need to conduct 
business due diligence on proposed projects. Financial 
accounting thinking can help investment managers make 
reasonable judgment on the information provided by 
enterprises., for example, a high-grade health care products 
companies, all package is purchased, the package price does 
not poor, financial data show that in the year of income 
increase, pay cash is not significantly increase the outer 
packing suppliers, verify the income false. This is using the 
fact that the product must be packaged for general inference. A 
motorcycle production enterprise, the whole motorcycle is 
composed of more than N parts, all parts to be purchased. If we 
want to verify the capacity, the investment manager can follow 

the changes in the number of key component engines. 
Therefore, for high-tech manufacturing enterprises, investment 
managers must have financial accounting thinking. Investment 
managers should pay attention to details when conducting 
financial due diligence and not only look at income and profit 
from financial data. 

B. Financial accounting thinking can help investment 
managers better evaluate enterprises 
Although equity investment caution and financial 

accounting have obvious differences, equity investment 
valuation is still based on financial accounting common sense. 
Good financial accounting thinking is helpful for equity 
investment managers to clearly judge enterprise value and 
reasonably evaluate the enterprise. In recent years, there have 
been some unprofessional investment managers in the market, 
and when it comes to good projects, valuations tend to be too 
high. When you want to bargain, the price is often much lower 
than the common-sense price. These are the investment 
managers lack financial accounting common sense 
performance. Such institutions disrupt the market and 
sometimes drive up share prices, making it difficult for other 
investors to invest. Sometimes unreasonable bargaining is a 
waste of business time. Only when the investment manager has 
the financial accounting thinking can the enterprise be 
reasonably valued. For example, we should usually use the 
replacement cost method to estimate the price ceiling when 
evaluating poorly run health care providers, Banks and other 
types of businesses. Estimate the price floor based on the 
current cash flow and assets of the business. Because such 
enterprises often hold "industry access" qualifications, the 
value of these qualifications cannot be fully reflected in the 
financial statements. If the investment manager only values the 
cash flow and assets of the enterprise, it is obviously not in line 
with the real value of these enterprises. 

C. Financial accounting thinking can enable investment 
managers to better compare similar enterprises 
In the equity business, equity managers often choose the 

industry they want to invest in first and then choose several 
similar projects in the industry for comparison. In this phase, 
financial accounting thinking is also very important. 
Investment managers need to determine whether the industry 
they invest in is in the growth, maturity or decline stages. 
Generally speaking, it can correspond to the changes in 
financial indicators. During the development period, income 
may increase sharply year by year; during the mature period, it 
may be relatively stable; and during the recession, it may 
decline. If financial indicators are against common sense, pay 
special attention. Micro level, the horizontal comparison is 
between industry on macroscopic analysis, if the mark is the 
key financial indicators of the enterprise, such as revenue 
growth and profitability in the industry is significantly higher 
than other companies, requires careful analysis. For example, 
an enterprise claims to be a leader in the industry, but the 
investment manager observed that its receivables were 
significantly higher than those of other companies in the same 
industry. This indicates that the bargaining power of this 
enterprise to its downstream is lower than that of other 
enterprises in the same industry. Based on this, investment 
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managers should conduct upstream and downstream interviews 
to verify the real situation of the enterprise. Only based on the 
understanding of financial accounting thinking can investment 
managers judge the advantages and disadvantages of similar 
enterprises from the comparison of details. 

III. SPECIFIC CASE -- SIDE VALIDATION OF LASER RED 
TECHNOLOGY 

In June 2017, we participated in the due diligence 
investigation of a famous laser manufacturer in China. The 
company claims to have a unique technology for its lasers. The 
company's products are more powerful, more stable and enjoy 
a higher position in the industry. The independent research and 
development of laser is a very high technology. As an equity 
investment manager, although I have a certain understanding of 
the industry, my understanding of technology is difficult to 
surpass that of experts in the industry. In terms of the overall 
financial performance of the company, the income and profits 
of the company are higher than those of other similar 
enterprises. The academic background of the researchers is also 
excellent. The financing needs and prices provided by the 
company are very reasonable. So, on the face of it, this is a 
very good equity opportunity. 

However, we observed from the company's statement that 
the receivables rate of this enterprise is significantly higher 
than that of other similar enterprises. At the same time, the 
company's sales will increase substantially from September to 
December every year. In general, laser sales do not have a 
significant periodicity. Based on these phenomena, we suspect 
that the enterprise is colluding with its downstream dealers. In 
the first few months of each year when the report needs to be 
made, the dealer buys a lot from the enterprise, but the two 
parties only confirm the order and do not carry out the actual 
transaction. Based on this suspicion, we interviewed the 
company's downstream customers. Through the interview, we 
found that although the technology used by this enterprise is 
very advanced, there are many other products in the market 
that can replace this technology. We also found that the 
company's shareholders had his relatives register with a laser 
distribution company. There are a lot of related transactions 
between the two companies every year from September to 
December. While the deals were eventually executed, the 
company's short - term performance appeared to be inflated. 
Equity investors tend to value the company based on cash flow, 
and the price at which the company would have seemed 
reasonable is now clearly not. Based on these factors, we for 
real financial data for the reduction of the enterprise, and based 
on the data of the revaluation, put forward our share purchase, 
avoiding the financial risk of the amount as much as 100 
million RMB. 

IV. CONCLUSION 
To sum up, financial accounting thinking while thinking in 

many ways and equity investment, but it will help the 
discriminant enterprise investment are the authenticity of 
information, thus more reasonable value of the enterprise. This 
can greatly improve the efficiency of equity investment staff. 
In the future, equity investment funds will become more and 
more professional. Funds are also increasingly demanding of 
investment managers. The knowledge and thinking of financial 
accounting will become the necessary professional skills for 
employees. This paper expounds the difference between 
financial accounting thinking and equity investment thinking 
and analyzes the importance of financial accounting knowledge 
to equity investment business. Finally, this paper analyzes 
several equity investment cases and illustrates the application 
of financial accounting knowledge and thinking mode in equity 
investment business. This is of great significance to the 
professional and standardized operation of equity investment 
enterprises. 
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